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YEAR END TERM TEST – 2018 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE       GRADE 10 

Test 1 

1. - 2. 4 3. 6 4. 5 5. 2 6. 1

Test 2 

1. - 2. on 3. onto 4.behind 5.beside 6.into

Test 3 

1.floor 2.wheel chair 3.swinging 4.fence 5.buildings

Test 4 

a. 6 b. 5 c.- d. 1 e. 3 f. 4

Test 5 

1. a bus

2. Shopping Complex

3. bus ride

4. thirty minutes long

5. convenient

Test 6 

Content - 02 

Language - 01 

Test 7 

1. for his mother

2. in a till

3. a brooch

4. she screams with fright because she sees a spider

5. scared

Test 8 

Content -02 

Language -01 

Test 9 

1. -

2. I hope you and everyone is doing well.

3. I am very busy with my assignments.
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4. There is a lot of work to be done.

5. But I have developed an interest in finding new information.

6. You are a dear friend and I can never forget you.

Test 10 

1. natural 2.predict 3.potential 4. conditions 5.streams

Test 11 

1.queens 2. hive 3.bees 4.wise 5.together 6.honey  7.work

8.flowers 9.inside 10.shape 11.between 12.have 13.busy 14.winter

Test 12 

1. -

2. He said that the drama teacher was going to help them.

3. He said that he had got the permission from the Principal.

4. He said that the students from all the grades could present their dramas.

5. He said that some students had already handed over the drama scripts.

6. He said that the drama competition would be held the following week.

Test 13 

Picture A Picture B 
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Test 14 

Content  - 03

Language  -03

Organization -02 

Mechanics  -02 

Test 15 

1. a. iii. Sweeter and fresher

b. ii.The lady crocodile prefers naval fruit very much

2. He jumped onto the crocodile’s back, and they sailed into the river.

3. a. lose   b. king
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4. The crocodile and the monkey spent many hours sitting on the shore of the river and

talking, and in time they became best friends.

5. The crocodile and the monkey spent many hours sitting on the shore of the river and

talking, and in time they became best friends.

6. a. astonished     b. generous

7. This has been a good lesson to me about trust.”

8. a. easy     b. difficult

Test 16 

Content  -05

Language  -05

Organization -02 

Mechanics  -03 
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